
Abstract

In the report possibilities of the telescope RST-220

(diameter of the mirror 22sm) for the solution of

various observation tasks are shown. Since 2008 this

tool has been used for regular high-precision

astrometric observations of geostationary satellites

within cooperation of observations according to the

ISON program. Except of astrometric observations

photometric observations have been made as well. In

2009 the world company on photometric observations

of mutual occultations and eclipses in Galilean

satellites of Jupiter was founded. Using RST-220 it

was managed to receive some curves of light. The

curve of light of the unique double event - an

occultation and an eclipse is given in satellites of Io

and Europa.

Photometric observations of mutual occultations

and eclipses  Galilean satellites of Jupiter

In 2009 once again there was a situation when it was possible

to observe the phenomena of mutual occultations and eclipses

in Galilean satellites of Jupiter. Orbits of four Galilean satellites

of Jupiter are located approximately in one plane. This plane is

inclined to the plane of an orbit of a planet, but remains parallel

to itself in the course of the planet rotation around the Sun.

Therefore two times a cycle time the plane of orbits of satellites

crosses the directions from a planet to Earth and on the Sun

which relatives among themselves. During these periods orbits

of the satellites seen from the Earth look as almost coinciding

straight lines. Therefore it often happens that images of disks of

two satellites are crossed for a short period of time or one

satellite gets in a shadow or a semi-shadow of the other satellite.

Thus brightness of satellites is decreasing. Observed reduction

of brightness depends on physical characteristics of satellites,

but first of all on their coordinates. Therefore from observation of

brightness curve of satellites during their mutual covering or an

eclipse it is possible to determine a difference of coordinates of

two satellites participating in the phenomenon. Speeds of

movement and the sizes of satellites are such that the accuracy

of position data obtained thus is better than the accuracy of

usual astrometric observations.

In 2009 the world campaign for observations of Jupiter

satellites was launched. From the Russian side the department

of dynamical astronomy of SAI Moscow State University was the

initiator and the coordinator of observations. Calculations of

ephemerides as well as all astrometric calculations were carried

out by the staff of this department. Recommendations and

guidance on the technique of supervision are given in article

Emelianov N.V. (Astronomicheskij vestnik, 2008, V.42, №5).

On August 17, 2009 we observed a unique double event by

RST-220 telescope : occultation and eclipse in satellites Iо (1)

and Europa (2) (1O2+1E2). Brightness of Galilean satellites of

Jupiter was from 3.9 up to 4.9 magnitude. Estimated time of

events UT(1O2) = 20:57:55 – 21:10:37; UT(1E2) = 21:08:39 –

21:22:26. In the course of observations the field of vision on a

CCD was limited to 1 degree. The block of filters at a CCD isn't

provided therefore observations were made in integrated light.

Time was registered by the GPS receiver. Automatic registration of

images was carried out by the “Apex” program with an exposition -

2 sec. Further photometric processing was carried out in the

standard “Maxim DL” program. In the course of processing of the

image were calibrated taking into account flat and dark fields. The

brightness curve is usually represented as the difference of

brightness in magnitude of satellites which participate in an eclipse

or occultation, relative to “comparison star”, i.e. other satellites

which are coming into the field of view. In this case the difference of

brightness in magnitude of total brightness of satellites 1+2

(Io+Europa) related to the satellite 3 (Ganymede) was defined.

The satellite Ganymede didn't participate in a mutual covering and

an eclipse therefore it was used as "star of comparison".

Fig.2

The frame fragment of image

of Jupiter and Galilean

satellites on August 17, 2009.

UT beginning = 20:57 ;

Images of Io and Europa

are merging.

Fig.3

In the figure the brightness curve of a covering and an eclipse of

satellites of Io (1) and Europe (2) is shown. Circles mark total

brightness of Io and Europa, crosses – brightness of satellite of

Callisto (4) (it is chosen as control object). Del m - magnitude

relative to the satellite Ganymede (3)
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Astrometric observations of geostationary satellites

Since 2005 International Scientific Optical Network (ISON)

has carried out the observations of objects in geostationary

region (GEO) under auspices of the Keldysh Institute of

Applied Mathematics (KIAM), Russian Academy of Science.

Now 26 observatories and observation posts in 10 countries

of the world cooperate with ISON.

The main ISON Research Goals are:

• reviews of area of a geostationary orbit,

• maintenance and research of fragments of space debris,

• observations of bright objects on targeting,

• photometric observations of satellites,

• observations of asteroids

Regular observations of geostationary satellites on

Targetings within cooperation of ISON have been made

since January 2008 in the Crimean laboratory. The Crimean

Laboratory of the Sternberg Astronomical Institute of the

Moscow State University (SAI MSU) is located in the central

part of the mountain part of the Crimea. Coordinates of

observation post according to GPS: Lat. - 44.792103 N,

Lon - 34.016053 E, Altitude - 593.5 м.

As the receiver

PL - 16803 CCD is

used (4096 х 4096

pix; 1 pix - 9 мк).

CCD is established

on RST - 220

telescope(apertura

- 220 mm, focal

length - 495 mm).

The telescope is designed and made by Borisov G. V.

The angular size of a field of vision is 4.2о х 4.2о.

RST-220 telescope settles down on mount of the 40-cm

astrograph. Registration time is carried out by the GPS

receiver. Observations are made without hour maintaining.

All software, namely registration of images and further

processing is made by Kupriyanov V. V. (GAO Russian

Academy of Sciences). Images are registered by means of

the “Camera Control” program. Algorithm of observations

when aiming at each satellite : 7 frames with an exposition

10 s and an interval of 70 s. Later on satellites are manually

noted in the program “Target_pos”. The final stage of

processing – high-precision calculation of coordinates are

carried out by means of the universal program “Apex”.

The precision of unit position measurement is usually

1 angular second.


